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Abstract: - The article presents visualization of an adaptive method for optimization called Free Search and gives a
description of methodology used. Implemented tasks are illustrated with relevant graphics. Benefits of having 3D
graphical interface are in opportunity to observe and track the changes and behavior of this algorithm during the search
process. Technologies and tools used for visualization are explained and discussed.
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simpler to explore the graphic’s change when it is
presented in 3D graphical mode. For example it is easier
to trace the peak of search process. By giving various
color schemes of the different parts of the graph,
analyzing the achieved results becomes more
convenient.

1 Introduction
The paper presents how is visualized an advance method
for search and optimization – Free Search[2][3][4].
Free Search is an adaptive method for search and
optimization. The method models the behavior of the
animals in the natural world. The individuals of the
population are called animals. The animals in the model
have individual sense, which is ability for orientation in
the search space. The animals follow their own sense.
They know for the results of previous explorations, it is
taken under attention, but this not make them to go into
explicit direction. They can select any other search
direction. In the algorithm the mobility and the sense are
related, it is fundamental for the algorithm [3].
Using 3D graphical application will provide
opportunity to analyze and evaluate the received result
from different test functions when Free Search
Algorithm is applied to them. The test functions could be
Himmelblau function, Keane function, Three Hills
function and etc.[3]

2.2 Visualization of test function graph
Visualization of test function’s graph presents the shape
of explored test function in three dimensional space. By
rotating and scaling the graph, global minimums and
maximums are easily explored and estimated.

2.2 Visualization of the search process
Visualization of the search process actually is displaying
the steps of the individuals after each iteration. The aim
is to be shown the exact way that every animal covers
while searching the best possible solution.
2.2.1 Static visualization
Visualization of the steps of the individuals when the
search space is constant in the time. The optimal
minimums and maximums don’t leave the searching
area.

2 Visualization Problem
There are a number of search algorithms giving different
results. Free Search, Differential Evolution, Genetic
algorithms – all they are methods for search and
optimization.
The purpose of the project is to provide a 3D
graphical interface. Visualizing the search process for
different advanced search algorithms will help to track
the time dependent changes during search process. It is
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2.2.1 Dynamic visualization
The search space is variable in time, depending on the
iterations that individuals have made. In given moment
optimal maximum or maximums leave the explored area.
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Analytic representation of Himmelblau test function:
F = 200 – (x2+ y -11)2 –(x + y2-7) 2 [5]

3 Problem Solution
There are many technologies, programming
languages and tools for implementing such 3D graphical
application. The goal is to choose the most appropriate
solution for reaching the final aim.

3.1

Platform Selection

There are a number of platforms, which can be used for
resolving the aim of the project – development 3D
graphic interface – Java 3D API, MFC, OpenGL.
Java platform independence is a good reason for
choosing it. Java 3D API [8] allows programming in 100
percent java and running everywhere. ‘’ It is therefore
very attractive to have all the application code,
persistence, and user interface code in an easily portable
language, such as Java’’ [1].
Combing the Java Applet Technology [9] [10] and
Java 3D API allows development a web based
application which could be used by wide range of people
all over the world.

3.2

Fig.2. Visual representation of Himmelblau test function
in three dimensional space.

Database Selection

Displaying the individuals on the 3D graphical scene and
the movements they are making, requires coordinates of
each animal for each iteration. This data is computed
during the search process, which is separated from the
visualization process. There are two appropriate
possibilities that could be chosen to store the data. The
first is using database servers like Oracle, MySql,
Informix and etc. The second opportunity is using the
local file system. Due to the small size of the objects
which have to be stored and the additional efforts for
maintaining the database servers, there is no need of
using them. According to this, the file system option is
more acceptable for solution the problem.

3.3

Fig 3. The four equal maximums of Himmelblau func.

3.4

Visualization of the search process

Displaying the steps of the animals during search
process is made by some delay between the iterations to
clarify the direction they are moving.

Visualization of the test function graph

For three dimensional representation of the test function
graph is used Java 3D conceptual model for image
rendering. The shape of the function graph is created by
calculation the z coordinate, which is test function value
for each X and Y from the function area.

for (x = xMin;x<=xMax;x+=step){
for ( y = yMin;y<=yMax;y+=step){
s1 = x*x + y -11;
s2 = x + y*y -7;
f = 200 - s1*s1 - s2*s2;
points[xLine][yLine] = new Point3d(x,y,z);
yLine++;
}
xLine++;
}

Fig. 4. Three Hills test function
The spheres on the scene in Fig 4 are the animals in the
search process. Every animal is displayed with different

Fig.1. Himmelblau test function
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decision where and how to search.’’[2] According to
this, there is a good reason to develop 3D graphical
software to visualize the process. Implemented
methodology could contribute significantly for
observation and analysis of the optimisation. Further
research could focus on visualisation of other tests
functions, time dependent problems and real world tasks.

color to be easy traceable. It is clearly shown that some
of the individuals find the maximum and others can’t.
Three Hills Function:
m

n

F = {zj /[1+kj (aji + dAji(t) - xi)2]}
j=1

i=1

where xi are the variables, m is number of peaks, j =
1..m, n is number of dimensions i=1..n, zj are the heights
of the peaks, kj are the widths of the peaks, a ji are the
initial locations of the peaks, dAji(t) are the time
dependent components, t is the time dependent
component, which defines the period for change.
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Fig. 5. Keane test function – constraint area is visible.
Keane Test Function:

n

for : 0<xi<10 and i=1..n subject to

∏xi > 0.75 and
i=1

n

<15n/2 starting from xi = 5, i=1..n where xi are the
i=1

variables expressed in radians and n is the number of
dimensions. [6]

4 Conclusion
Achieving good results in analyzing of so complicated
algorithm such as Free Search is impossible without
visual representation of the search process. ‘’The
behaviour of the animals in FS is not defined. It is not
strictly controlled and can be described by some
probability, only. They have a freedom to make a
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